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This cassette combines the latest hypnotherapy techniques with state-of-the-art digital recording

technology to provide a way of changing behaviour and helping the listener to achieve his or her

goal. This cassette helps the listener to create unlimited financial abundance. The cassette begins

with some introductory music and then fades to a soothing voice with some special sound effects

designed to guide the listener into a state of complete physical and mental relaxation. The sound

effects are recorded at 60 bpm, and help to synchronize the left and right hemispheres of the brain

and create a receptive learning state. Each cassette also includes "Pink Noise", a natural sound

similar to waves, which provide guidance into a mentally relaxed and creative state. In this state, the

listener is given a number of positive suggestions to help achieve the goal of creating unlimited

financial abundance. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Now that I got your attention...It's funny how people think we can be hypnotized. How can we, when

for the most part, most of us already are? We are so conditioned by certain ideas, beliefs, and

opinions that most of us don't even question why we think the way we do we just know that we do.

We would like to think that we think for ourselves but when hardpressed as to why we believe the

things we do most of us would say that we adopted beliefs from those people who raised us.I'm not

promoting blame here because those people had to learn their beliefs from somewhere and those

people had to learn their beliefs from somewhere and on and on it goes. What does it say in

scripture, "The sins of the father shall be visited upon the sons..." And I take that to mean that we

tend to adopt the errors of those who love us the most.My dad was raised during the depression so



every night we had to hear how poor his family was; "My family was so poor we had to eat dirt and

sometimes we got lucky and got a rock to gnaw on...my family was so poor I had to wear my sister's

old clothes...my family was so poor that the family pet was a washtub by the name of Skippy."And

what I found was the constant repeating of those stories began to reflect in my own attitudes about

money. Yes, the sins of my dad were visiting upon me and I don't know when it was but one day I

woke up...literally as well as metaphorically...and I had this epiphany that maybe...just maybe my

financial situations were connected with my thoughts. Maybe being poor is a choice albeit an

unconscious choice. Maybe if I changed my thoughts, I could change my life.Mmmmmm....I came

across this brilliant CD by Glenn Harold and decided to have a listen.

I started with 3 of his cd's and love everyone of them. Glad I had reviews to go off of. Was very leary

of purchasing them but the reviews made me feel better about spending money at a time I had little

to none. In fact I bought a couple more of his cd's because they are just awesome. You definetly get

relaxed and I find that I end up falling asleep when I listen to them ...but I sleep really good. I find

when I start getting in a negative mood or I am not balanced I slip in one of his cd's and get myself

back on track. I did not realize how negative I have been my whole life. His cd's have affirmations

you repeat and at first I found it very hard to say "I am worthy and deserving" etc... I have only been

using them for a couple of weeks but the positive affirmation (even when I fall asleep) seem to be

seeping into my life little by little. I look forward to listening to them at all times of the day and night

and most the time I find myself drifting off. My son thinks I am depressed because I am sleeping so

much but in reality these meditation cd's are undoing a life time of self-destruction. I just can't help

but fall asleep when I get as relaxed as I do when listening to them. As far as financial abundance I

have yet to see but have had small things happen or big things depending on how you want to look

at it. At least I don't worry about how things are going to be paid anymore. I just try to enjoy life and

do my best at whatever I am doing. When I start getting negative thoughts on finances or on myself

I just slip one of his cd's in and get myself refocused. It's no wonder my son thinks I am

depressed...I find I put one of his cd's in 3 to 5 times a day and listen to them when I go to bed as

well.
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